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Assuming the continuum hypothesis we give an example of a completely regular space F without 
any dense finite-dimensional subspace whose square Fx  F contains a dense zero-dimensional 
subspace; the construction is based on an example of a metrizable separable space H whose all 
uncountable subsets are infinite-dimensional, but whose square H x H contains an uncountable 
zero-dimensional subset. 
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zero-dimensional sets products 
1. Terminology and notation 
Our terminology follows [4, 7]. By the dimension we shall understand in this note 
the Menger-Urysohn inductive dimension ind [4,7.1]. A space is countable- 
dimensional if it is a union of countably many zero-dimensional subspaces. By w* 
we denote the remainder/3co\o2 f the 0ech-Stone compactification f the natural 
numbers w, I is the unit interval and I X is the Hilbert cube. The continuum hypothesis 
is abbreviated CH. The boundary of a set S in a space X is denoted by Bd S. 
Given a subset S in the product X × Y and a subset Ac  X we denote by S[A] 
the set {y c Y: (x,y) ~ S for some x c A}. 
2. The examples 
In this paper we give the following two examples. 
Example 2.1. Assuming CH, there exists a metrizable separable space H all whose 
uncountable subsets are infinite-dimensional, but whose square H x H contains an 
uncountable zero-dimensional subset. 
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Example  2.2. Assuming CH, there exists a completely regular space F without any 
dense finite-dimensional subspace whose square F x F contains a dense zero- 
dimensional subspace. 
Let us make a few remarks related to these examples. 
Remark 2.3. Hurewicz [6], (see also [7, Section 28 IV, Remark (ii)]) proved that 
an existence of an uncountable metrizable separable space X of which every 
uncountable subset is infinite-dimensional is equivalent to CH; Ran~in [11] modified 
Hurewicz's argument o get, under CH, a metrizable separable space X such that 
every uncountable subset of every finite power X n of X is infinite-dimensional. 
Remark  2.4. Assuming CH, Ciesielski [3] constructed a completely regular space 
without dense finite-dimensional subspaces and Malyhin [8] announced examples 
of similar type in some generic extensions; these examples have many additional 
properties (e.g. Ciesielski's space is hereditarily Lindel6f and Malyhin's examples 
are o--compact). No such spaces were constructed so far in the realm of the usual 
set theory, cf. [1, Problem 12]. 
To obtain Example 2.1 we use zero-dimensional sets in I °~x l  ~ with "large 
projections". An existence of such sets is an easy consequence of a theorem of Bing 
[2] concerning hereditarily indecomposable separators in I '~ (see Lemma 3.1); 
another approach, which provides ome stronger esults in this direction, is discussed 
in Section 7.1. 
Example 2.2 is based essentially on Example 2.1 and on some special properties 
of dense finite-dimensional subsets of w*× I '~', obtained under CH in Section 5. 
The space F in Example 2.2 is a dense subspace of o)* x I°~; under some alternative 
axiom for set theory, each dense subset of  ~o* x I ~' has a dense zero-dimensional 
subspace, see Section 7.2. 
3. Zero -d imens iona l  sets in I °~ x I '=~ with large project ions 
The following lemma will be used in constructions of the examples; a more general 
fact is discussed in Section 7.1. 
Lemma 3.1. There exists a zero -d imens iona l  set Z c I~'× I ~ such that fo r  every 
countable-d imensional  set C ~ I °~ the set Z intersects the square ( I~ \  C ) x ( I~ ' \  C ). 
Proof. By a theorem of Bing [2, Theorem 3] there is a sequence LI ,  L2 , . . .  of 
hereditarily indecomposable continua [7, Section 48 V] in I ~ x I °~ such that every 
two disjoint closed sets in I °° × I '~ can be separated by some Li. Let us check that 
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the zero-dimensional  set Z = F~x I~'\(L~ vo  L 2 L.; " • • ) has the required property. Let 
C c I ~ be any countable-d imensional  set. There exists a nontrivial cont inuum K 
in I °~ disjoint from C (cf. [7, Section 28 IV, Theorem 4; 12, Lemma 5.2]) and it is 
enough to show that K x Kcv Z ~ 0. Assume on the contrary that K x K c L~ u L2 u 
• • . .  By the Baire category theorem there exist some Lk and nonempty open sets 
U~, U, in the space K such that UlX Uec  Lk. Each U, contains a nontrivial 
cont inuum T~ [7, Section 47 I I] and 7"1 x ~c  Lk which, however, contradicts the 
fact that L~ is hereditar i ly indecomposable.  [] 
Remark 3.2. We shall need a zero-dimensional  set Z c I ~ x I ~ such that for each 
countable-d imensional  C ~ I ~ the set Z ~ ( ( I~\C)  x (I°°\C)) is dense in I ~ x I ~'. 
To obtain such Z, let us pick up countably many pairwise disjoint topological  copies 
K1, K2 , . . .  of I °~' in I ~', such that each nonempty open set in I~x  I °° contains some 
rectangle K~ x Kj, for each pair i,j let us choose a zero-dimensional  set Z~jc K~ x Kj 
,x- ,  
given by Lemma 3.1 and let Z = U~,j=I Z,j. 
4. Const ruct ion  o f  Example  2.1 
Let Z be a zero-dimensional  set descr ibed in Lemma 3.1. Assume CH and, 
fol lowing [6], let us arrange all f inite-dimensional G~-sets in I °° into a sequence 
G l ,  G_~ . . . .  , G~, . . . ,  s c < w~, and let us choose for each ~ points x~, y~ c i°~\ ~_,j~<~ G,  
such that (xe, ye)~Z. The space H={xe:  sC<Wl}w{ye: sc<w~} has the required 
propert ies (cf. [7, Section 28 IV, Remark (ii)] and notice that {(x~, ye): ~: < ~o~} c Z c~ 
(Hx  H) ) .  
Remark 4.1. To obtain Example 2.2 we shall need the fol lowing modif icat ion of  
this reasoning. Let us consider the set Z descr ibed in Remark 3.2 and, with the sets 
Ge as above, for each (<w~ let us choose countable sets Qe~, Q~_~,..., Q~e in I ~' 
such that 
(1) Q~ are pairwise disjoint for a~<~<Wl ,  
(2) Q~ U,<~ G,~=Ofor a<~<wl ,  
(3) (Q¢ex Q~)  ~ Z is dense in I °°x I ~ for a ~< s c< w~. 
Let 
H~= U Qe~, H-  U H~. 
The sets Ha are pairwise disjoint, by (1), and all uncountable subsets of H are 
inf inite-dimensional,  by (2). Moreover,  (3) guarantees that (H~ x H~)~Z is dense 
in I ~x  I ~ for all c~,/3 < wl. 
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5. Inductive dimension of subsets of to* x I ~ 
In this section we prove the following proposit ion (to be used in the next section). 
Proposition 5.1. Assume CH. I f  E c co* × I ~ is a subset o f  dimension ind E <~ n in 
the product o f  the space o f  free ultrafilters on co and the Hilbert cube, then there exists 
a nonempty open set Uc  co* such that ind E[  U]~<2n+ 1, where E [U]  = {y c I°~: 
(x, y) c E for  some xc  U}. 
We begin with two simple observations about the space co* x I°~; the proofs are 
standard, but we include them for completeness sake. 
Lemma 5.2. Let S c co* be a nonempty open set and let E ~ co*x I '~ be a set whose 
projection onto the first axis is dense in S. There exists then a nonempty open set T c S 
and a compact set K ~ I ~' such that E c~ ( T x I °~) is a dense subset o f  T x K. 
Proof. Assume that the assertion is not true. Then, using the fact that nonempty 
Gs-sets in co* have nonempty interior [4, Example 3.6.A], one can define by 
transfinite induction a decreasing sequence of nonempty open-and-closed subsets 
of  S, T~ T ,~ - . .  ~ T~ D - . .  for a <col,  such that each compact set K~=E[T~]  
(see Section 1) is strictly contained in the intersection (-']~<~ Kp. This, however, is 
impossible, as in I °° no strictly decreasing sequence of type col of  closed sets 
exists. 
Lemma 5.3. Let W1, W~_,. . . be a sequence o f  open neighbourhoods o f  a point ( a, b) 
in co* x I ~'. There exists then a nonempty open set U c co* and a sequence V~ , V2 , . . . o f  
open neighbourhoods of  the point b in I ~ such that U x V~ c ~/~ and U × Bd V~ c Bd Wf, 
for  i=  l, 2, . . . . 
Proof. The closed sets Bd Wi have empty interior, and hence the set of points x in 
w* for which the vertical section (Bd Wi)[x] has nonempty interior in 1 ~ for some 
i is of first category in co*, cf. [7, Section 22 V]. Because nonempty G~-sets in co* 
have nonempty interior, one can choose p 6 co* such that (p, b) c W, and (Bd W~)[p] 
has empty interior for i = 1, 2 , . . . .  Put 
C~-  W~[p] and D~=I°°\(17V~)[p]. 
Since l°~\(Ci u D~) = (Bd W~)[p], the set 
C~ u Di is dense in I °°. (1) 
For each i let us choose countably many open rectangles A 0 x C 0 and B!i x D o in 
co* x I~ , j  = 1, 2 , . . . ,  such that 
p~A, j ,  A uxC oCW, ,  UC, j=C, ,  (2) 
J 
p c Bi j  , B!jx D~j~ IC*\l~/~, U Do = Di, (3) 
J 
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and let 
U = Int (E) (Ao c~ B~j), V~ = Int C~. (4) 
i,j 1 
The open set U is nonempty,  each E is an open ne ighbourhood of b c W~[p] = Cj 
and, by (2) and (3) 
UxCfcW~,  UxD~cI°~'\~V~, i -1 ,2 , . . . .  (5) 
By (4) and (5), U x V, c U x C~ c ~/~. It remains to check that if (x, y) c U x Bd V,, 
then (x, y) c Bd Wi, i.e., since (x, y) ~ 1~4, we have to verify that (x, y) ~ Wi. Let G 
be any ne ighbourhood of  y in I~:  since y c Bd V~, G\( '~ # O by (4), so by (1), 
Gc~D~Oandhenceby(5) ,{x}xG\~/~#O.  [] 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. We shall check (assuming CH) by induct ion on k the 
assertion: given a nonempty open-and-c losed set S c w* and a subset M of S × I ~" 
with ind M ~ k, there exists a nonempty open set U c S with ind M[  U] <~ 2k + 1. 
The assertion is obvious for k=- l ,  let us assume its val idity for k< n and let 
E ~ S x I ~ be a set with ind E = n, S being a nonempty open-and-c losed set in w*. 
We can assume that the project ion of E onto the first axis is dense in S (otherwise, 
taking any nonempty set in S disjoint from the projection, we are done). By Lemma 
5.2, for some nonempty open set T c S and a compactum K c I °:' 
E~(Tx l  ~) i s  a dense subset of  TxK .  (6) 
We shall prove that 
indE[U]<~2n+l  for some nonempty open Uc  T. (7) 
Assume on the contrary that (7) is false. Using CH, let us arrange all Ga-sets of 
d imension ~<2n+l  in the compactum K into a transfinite sequence 
G1, G~, . . . ,  G~, . . . ,  c~ < Wl. We shall choose for each ~ < wl a nonempty open-and-  
closed set U~ c T, countably many open sets V~I, V~2,. . .  in K, a point  a~ c w* and 
a point b~ c K such that 
a~ (~ U~, b~G~,  (a~,b~)~E, (8) 
~<o~ 
{ V,~}~_I is a base of  ne ighbourhoods at b~ in K, (9) 
g~ ~ ~ g~, (10) 
ind B~s<~2n-1, 
where B~s = {y ~ Bd V~: (x, y) c E for some x c Us}. (11) 
To make sure that such choice is possible, let us consider the fol lowing reasoning. 
Assume that we have given a nonempty open-and-c losed set A c T and a set G c K 
of d imension <~2n + 1. Since we assumed (7) is false, there exist a c A and b z: (3 
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such that (a, b) ~ E. Let H1,  g2 , .  • . be a base of ne ighbourhoods at the point b in 
the space K. Since ind E <~ n, by (6) there are open ne ighbourhoods W1, W2, . . .  of 
( a, b ) in ~o * x K suchthat  Wi c A x Hi and ind(Bd W~ c~ E ) <~ n -1  for i=1 ,2 , . . . .  
Next, we can use Lemma 5.3 to get a nonempty  open-and-c losed set C c A and 
ne ighbourhoods V1, V2, . . .  of  b in K such that C x V~ c ~ (hence Vi c tQ~) and 
CxBd V, cBd  W,, so in part icular,  ind(Ec~(CxBd V , ) )~n-1 .  Final ly,  by the 
inductive assumption,  one can choose subsequently nonempty open-and-c losed sets 
U1DU2 ~. . .  in C such that for Di={y~BdV~:(x ,y )cE  for some xcU~},  
ind D~ <~ 2(n - 1) + 1 = 2n - 1. Let U be a nonempty open-and-c losed subset of the 
intersection (-]]2 ~ U~. The col lection { V~},<'_x is an open base of ne ighbourhoods at 
b in the space K and for every i the set B~ = {y ~ Bd V,: (x, y) < E for some x c U} c 
D~ has d imension ind B~ <~ 2n - 1. 
We shall verify now that the condit ions (8)-(11) yield a contradict ion. Let us 
consider the subspace L = {b~ : c~ < a),} of  the compactum K. The family { V~},~_~ is 
a base of ne ighbourhoods at b~ in K (see (9)) and, by (8) and (11), Bd V~ c~ L c B~,i vo 
{be:~<~ee}.Sinceby( lO) , indB~<~2n landoe<~o~, ind(Bd V ,~fc~L)<~2n- l+ l= 
2n [7, Section 27 I]. It fol lows that L is at most (2n + 1)-d imensional  and hence L 
can be enlarged to a G~-set in K of d imension <~2n + 1 [7, Section 27 IV], i.e., 
L c G~ for some c~ < ~Ol. However,  by (8), b~ E G~- -a  contradict ion which completes 
the proof. 
6. Construction of Example 2.2 
To begin let us extract from Proposit ion 5.1 the fol lowing lemma. 
Lemma 6.1. Assume CH. Let D be a dense subset of w*, let H be a subset of  l ~ all 
whose uncountable subsets are infinite-dimensional ( cf Remark 2.3) and let F: D--> H 
be any one-to-one correspondence. Then the graph F c to*x I ~' does not contain any 
dense finite-dimensional subspace. 
Proof. Let E be a dense subspace of F. For each nonempty open set U c co*, E [ U] = 
F(U  c> D) is an uncountable,  hence inf inite-dimensional  subset of H, and the 
assertion fol lows from Proposit ion 5.1. [] 
We pass to the construct ion of  Example 2.2. Let Z, H ,  and H be the sets descr ibed 
in Remark 4.1. Let us choose pairwise disjoint uncountable subsets De of ~o* for 
~< ~Ol, such that each nonempty  open subset of ~o* contains some De and let 
D = Ue<~, D~. Let F : D --, H be any one-to-one correspondence such that FIDe] = 
H~. Lemma 6.1 guarantees that all dense subsets of  the graph Fcw*x I  ':° are 
inf inite-dimensional.  Let us verify that the square F x F contains a dense zero- 
d imensional  subspace. We identify the product  (w* x I °°) x (co* x I °°) with (~o* x 
co* )x ( I~×I  ~) and we shall check that the zero-dimensional  set N=FxFn 
( (o )*x~o*)xZ)  is dense in FxF .  Given nonempty open sets Uc~o*x~o*  and 
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WcI~xI  ~, consider D~xD¢cU and let (y l ,y2)c (H~,xHp)c~ZmW (see 
Remark 4.1). There are points xl c D ,  and x2c De with y~ = F(x~), i = 1, 2, and then 
(Xl, X2, Yl, Y2) C N c~ ( U x W). 
7. Comments 
7.1. The fol lowing statement is a general izat ion of  Lemma 3.1 and, unless E and 
F are strongly inf inite-dimensional compacta [9, VI.2], it requires a different 
approach.  
Proposition. Let E and F be uncountable-dimensional separable metrizable spaces and 
let F be a continuous image of the irrationals. There exists then a zero-dimensional set 
Z c E x F such that for all countable-dimensional sets A c E and B c F the set Z 
intersects the rectangle (E \A  ) x ( F \  B). 
Proof. We can assume that E, F< I ~. Let Pi: I ~-+ I be the project ion onto the ith 
coordinate. There are an n and a nontrivial  interval Tc  I such that for all t c T the 
set p, 1 (t) c~ E is uncountable-d imensional  ( indeed, if this was not the case, we could 
find for each i a dense countable set Qi c I such that pTl(Q~)c~ E is countable- 
d imensional ,  but then the set Ec~lT l ( I \Q i )voU~l (p71(Q i )c~E)  would be 
countable-d imensional) .  Let the project ion p:  I~x  I~°--> I be defined by p(x ,y )= 
p,(x). We shall use the fol lowing result from [10, Section 3]: there exists a zero- 
d imensional  set N c l~x  I °~ intersecting every zero-dimensional  set S c I~x  I X' 
with p(S) ~ T. Let us check that the set Z = N ¢~ (E × F )  has the required properties. 
Let A c E and B c F be countable-d imensional  sets; one can find countable- 
d imensional  G~-sets  A* and B* in I '~ with A c A* and B c B*, cf. [7, Section 26 
IV, Theorem 1]. The uncountable analytic set F \B*  contains a topological  copy of 
the irrat ionals P and let f be a continuous map of P onto l°°\A *, cf. [7, Section 
37 I]. The graph G={( f (y ) ,y ) :ycP}  is zero-dimensional .  Let S=Gc> 
( (E \A)×(F \B) ) ;  we shall check that p(S)~ T. Indeed,  if t~ T, then, the set 
p~l(t)c>E being uncountable-d imensional ,  there exists ycP  with f (y )~ 
(p~l(t) c~ E) \A*  and for s = ( f (y ) ,  y) we have s c S and p(s) = t. Now, N intersects 
S and hence Zc~((E \A)×(F \B) )#O.  [] 
Remark. The result of Ranein quoted in Remark 2.3 shows that some addit ional  
assumption about F in the proposi t ion is necessary. 
7.2. Let (R) be the fol lowing statement: he intersection of any family of cardinal i ty 
~1 of open subsets of  co* is either empty or has nonempty interior; the statement 
(R) is independent  of  ZFC axioms, see [5, Axiom 26 C, l l .D ] .  
The fol lowing proposi t ion shows that some extra axioms for set theory are 
necessary in Lemma 6.1. 
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Proposition. Assume the hypothesis (R). Then every dense subspace F of to* x I ~ 
contains a dense zero-dimensional subspace. 
Proof. Let I X= U~<~o, Ne, where N~ are zero-dimensional  sets. Let F be a dense 
subspace of to* x I°°; it is enough to check that for every nonempty open rectangle 
A × B in to* x I <' there is a zero-dimensional  set Z c F ca (A x B) whose closure has 
nonempty interior in w* x I ':°. Le t B1, B2,  . . . be an open base in B. We shall choose 
successively nonempty open-and-c losed subsets of A, D 1 D D 2 D - - - , compact non- 
empty sets K~ ~ Bi and ordinal  numbers ai < tol such that K~ ca Kj =0 for i# j ,  and 
for Mi = N~,ca K~ the set Fc~ (D~ x M~) is dense in D~ x K~. i f  for some i we get a 
compactum Ki with nonempty  interior, we stop, as in this case Z = Fc~ (Di x Mi) 
has the required property.  Let us assume that Dj and Kj for j<~ n have been defined 
and that the compacta Kj have empty interior. We shall choose D,,+I, K,,+I and 
c~n+~ (the first step is the same as the (n+l ) th  one). Let W be a nonempty open 
set whose closure is contained in B, ,+ I \ (K  1 u ""  • u K,,) and let X = {x c D,,: there 
exists y ~ N~ ca W with (x, y) e F}. The union U ...... x~ covers the project ion of 
F~ (D,, × W) onto to*, hence the hypothesis (R) guarantees that for some a < to~ 
there is a nonempty c losed-and-open set C contained in J(~; we let a , ,+~- c~. By 
Lemma 5.2, there is a nonempty  c losed-and-open set D,,+j c C and a compact set 
K,,+~ c 1~ such that, for M-  N~ c~ W, the set Fc~ (Dn+ 1 × M)  is a dense subset of 
D,,+~ x Kn+l. 
Now, let D be a nonempty open-and-c losed subset of the intersection O~ Dr. 
Since zero-dimensional  sets M~ have pairwise disjoint closures, their union N-  
U~'~ M, is zero-dimensional .  Because each Fca(DxM~)  is dense in D×K~, the 
zero-dimensional  set F m (D x N)  is dense in D x B, which completes the proof. [~ 
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